HYDREMA 922D
Four of AJK Plant Hire’s Hydrema 922
ADTs clearly demonstrated their specialist earth moving capabilities at the new
Salford Reds Rugby Club site works near
Barton Bridge, Manchester.
The ground conditions were very soft and
water logged in many areas, which made it
impossible for other makes and models of
6 wheeled 25 tonne dumpers to work.
Working as a team of four, the Hydrema
922s with their unique weight distribution and
extra wide 800mm tyres travelled effortlessly
across the terrain, passing the other already
abandoned and parked-up standard 25 tonne
trucks in their wake.
The ground bearing pressure of just 11.9 psi ensured
the 922s didn’t get stuck in the adverse conditions. The
trucks were even able to keep running in the snow and
ice. The site contractors were able to continue works
and adhere to time scales due to the Hydremas being
able to work.
The fuel consumption was also a notable factor for the
works too. The 922 uses only 14 litres (3 gallons) per
hour. In today’s climate this is a favourable point to
consider and was another positive feature for the site
contractors.

The 922s unique low ground pressure capability and impressive fuel economy make it a very environmentally friendly machine to use. Very little soil and land disturbance
occur to the ground that the 922 travels over, making it a
preferred choice of machine for many users in which minimal ground damage is a necessity. Such sites can include
nature reserves, lake and riverside works, agricultural estates and sites of special scientific interest (SSSI’s)
Indeed, 922s can travel across agricultural land and leave
minimal evidence they were there.
To enhance the 922s environmentally friendly features it
can use Bio-oil as an option.
The 922 is just as at home on conventional sites too. With
its 22 tonne carrying capacity, the 922 is able to move
large amounts of material in one load. The 922 can travel
quickly across site for its size too, maximising the number
of loads transported in a days work. This makes the truck
an ideal contracting tool in which time constraints and costings are a key element to the success of the job. The 922
has the added benefit of low ground pressure, enabling
it to continue to work to its maximum even if conditions
deteriorate.

To summarise, the Hydrema 922 is unique
among its 25 tonne contemporaries due to its
low ground pressure features and capabilities.
It is a machine well worth considering as an
alternative to standard 25 tonne trucks and/
or larger Tracked Dumpers available today.

TECHNICAL DATA:
l

Carrying capacity
22 tonnes

l

Ground pressure
11.9 psi

l

Fuel consumption 14 litres
(3 gallons) per hour

To arrange hire of the Hydrema 922C please...

Contact us on 01606 891327 or sales@ajkplanthire.co.uk

l

Total Width 3290 mm

l

Max height 3330 mm

l

Overall length 8980 mm

